
FORM NO. (J) 2
HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE

DISTRICT: KAMRUP (M)

In the   Original   Court of the   CIVIL JUDGE No. 2   at Kamrup (M), Guwahati  

PRESENT: - A. J. BORAH, A.J.S.
Civil Judge No. 2,
Kamrup (M),
Guwahati.

Tuesday, the 11th day of July, 2017

Money Suit 60 of 2009

Mukul Goswami,
s/o Late Prafulla Kr. Goswami,
r/o Jyotinagar, Guwahati,
Kamrup. …….. Plaintiff

-versus-

(1) Rajen Choudhury,
s/o Karuna Kt. Choudhury,
r/o Jawahar Nagar, Khanapara, 
Assam Administrative Staff College, 
Guwahati. ……… Defendant.
(1) Surath Boro,
s/o Late Bhisma Ram Kachari,
r/o Barsajai, Beltola, Kamrup.
(2) Azad Ali,
s/o Late Farsan Ali,
r/o Barsajai Chandan Nagar (Nagarik Path), 
Beltola, Kamrup. ….. Proforma Defendants.

This suit coming on for final hearing on 06-10-2015, 11-05-2016, 11-07-2016, 

15-09-2016, 02-11-2016, 30-01-2017, 06-05-2017 and argument on 05-06-2017 and 

12-06-2016 in the presence of –

Mr. P. C. Goswami and Mr. R. Bhagawati, Learned Advocates for the plaintiff; 

Mr. B. K. Barman, Learned Advocate for the defendant.

AND having stood for consideration to this day, the Court delivered the following 

judgment.
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J U D G M E N T

1. This is a suit for recovery of `2,50,000/-

2. The brief facts are asseverated as thus.

3. Defendant no.1 was the attorney-holder of Late Adiram Baro, Late Anadi Boro 

and proforma-defendant no.1 in respect of land measuring 1K-10L land covered 

by patta no.30 (old) 248 (new)  dag no. 716 (old) and 3429 (new) situated at 

village Barsajai. The defendant no.1 offered the plaintiff to sell the said land for 

a consideration of `5,10,000/-. On 15-06-2006, the defendant no.1 received an 

advance amount of  `2,00,000/- out of the total consideration. On 29-06-2006, 

the defendant no.1 again received an amount of `50,000/-. An agreement was 

entered between the plaintiff and defendant on 15-06-2006 in this regard. The 

defendant  was  to  execute  a  registered  sale  deed  within  one  month  after 

obtaining  necessary  sale  permission.  The  defendant,  under  some  pretext, 

delayed the matter with an intention to misappropriate the amount paid by the 

plaintiff. Later, the plaintiff learnt that the executant of the power-of-attorney 

Adiram Baro and Anadi Baro have sold the said land to the proforma defendant 

no.2 by a registered deed of sale on 25-04-2007. The plaintiff filed a suit against 

Adiram Baro and Anadi Baro seeking to declare the said sale deed to be null and 

void and in that suit the present defendant no.1 was impleaded as defendant 

no.4 and proforma defendant no.2 as defendant no.2. During the pendency of 

the suit both Adiram Baro and Anadi Baro met their demise and their legal heirs 

were substituted. As the proposed land for sale has been sold, the defendant 

has taken any steps for returning the money paid by the plaintiff. The plaintiff 

asked the defendant to repay the money but he is avoiding under some baseless 

grounds.  The  plaintiff  apprehends  that  he  will  be  deprived of  his  legitimate 

claim. Hence, this suit.

4. The  defendant  filed  written  statement  contending  that  the  suit  is  not 

maintainable in law and in the present form. Defendant contends that he took 

the amounts from the plaintiff and handed over the said amounts to the original 

landlords  (Adiram  Baro  and  Anadi  Baro)  and  they,  without  informing  the 

answering  defendant  and  also  without  revoking  the  power-of-attorney,  the 

landlords sold out the entire land to Azad Ali by way of registered sale deed and 

delivered khas possession. Defendant contends that the entire responsibility of 

payment of money will come upon the shoulders of the said landlords (or in the 
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event  of  their  death,  their  legal  heirs,  that  is,  Surath  Boro,  the  proforma 

defendant no.1 or others). Defendant contends that the plaintiff in collusion with 

the said landlords has filed this suit. Defendant prayed for dismissal of the suit 

with costs.

5. Proforma defendant no. 2, too, filed written-statement contending that the suit 

is not maintainable and the suit has no cause of action as it was well within the  

plaintiff’s knowledge that the defendant, in presence of the landlords, on one 

hand, took the amounts from the plaintiff and on the other hand, handed over 

the said sum to the landlords. Proforma defendant contends that immediately 

after receipt of the amounts from the plaintiff, the defendant sincerely took all 

necessary steps to obtain sale permission and no objection from the competent 

authorities but due to lack of cooperation from the landlords, the same could not 

be obtained at the right time. It is contended that when the plaintiff could not 

make progress in the earlier suit T.S.218/07 pending now in the learned Court of 

the Civil Judge No.3, Kamrup (M), the plaintiff filed the present suit on some 

fabricated and baseless allegations against the answering defendant and thus, 

prayed for the dismissal of the suit with costs. 

6. The suit stood dismissed as against proforma defendant no. 1 vide order dated 

05-06-2015.

7. Upon the pleadings of  the parties,  the following issues  were framed by my 

learned predecessor-in-Court on 17-06-2015.

ISSUES

(1) Whether there is cause of action for the suit?

(2) Whether the suit is maintainable in its present form and manner?

(3) Whether the suit is barred by limitation?

(4) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to realise `2,50,000/- from the defendant 

as prayed for?

(5) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the decree and/or relief as prayed for?

(6) To what other relief or reliefs parties of this suit are entitled for?

8. The plaintiff  Mukul  Goswami adduced his  evidence-on-affidavit  as P.W.1 and 

tendered  as  many  as  four  numbers  of  documents  as  Exhibits.  The  plaintiff  also 

examined Rupjyoti Baishya as P.W.2. The plaintiff further examined an official witness 

Jiten Chandra Bora as P.W.3. The defendant Rajen Choudhury adduced his evidence-
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on-affidavit as D.W.1. All the witnesses were cross-examined by either side. 

9. I have perused the case-record along with the documents. Learned counsel for 

the plaintiff  placed written-arguments.  I  have also heard learned advocates  for  the 

plaintiff and defendant. My decision on the issues is given as under.

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

ISSUE   No. 2  

10. The  answering  defendants  have  merely  stated  in  their  respective  written-

statements that the plaintiff's suit is not maintainable but it has not been specifically 

pleaded as to how the suit is not maintainable in law or on facts. There is nothing either 

in written-statements or in evidence to hold that the suit is not maintainable as such. 

The suit is, thus, maintainable in its present form and manner. This issue is answered in 

the affirmative and in favour of the plaintiff.

ISSUE No. 4

11. The plaintiff has pleaded that he has paid an earnest money of  `2,50,000/- to 

the defendant for purchase of 1K-10L land. It is the pleaded contention of the plaintiff  

that the defendant acknowledged the receipt of money vide deed of agreement dated 

05-06-2006.

12. The relevant evidence is unfurled at the foremost.

13. P.W.1 Mukul Goswami deposed by substantiating the averments of the plaint in 

material particulars. P.W.1 identified the deed of power-of-attorney as Exhibit 1, deed 

of agreement as Exhibit 2, signature of defendant no. 1 as Exhibit 3 and sale deed as 

Exhibit 4. In his cross-examination, P.W.1 stated that he filed a suit T.S.218/07 against 

defendant and others for revocation of agreement and that he had not claimed refund 

of earnest money in the said suit.  P.W.1 stated that he filed the present suit  after 

dismissal of the earlier suit.

14. P.W.2  Anjanjyoti  Baishya  deposed that  he  was present  when the defendant 

received an amount of `2,00,000/- from the plaintiff as an advance consideration. P.W.2 

identified his signature on agreement dated 05-06-2006 as  Exhibit 5.  In his  cross-

examination, P.W.2 stated that the defendant approached the plaintiff to sell 1K-10L 

land.

15. P.W.3 Jiten Chandra Bora, official witness, deposed and proved the documents 

marked as Exhibits 1, 2 and 4, that is, power-of-attorney, deed of agreement and sale 

deed respectively. 
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16. D.W.1 Rajen Choudhury deposed that he is the attorney holder of Adiram Boro, 

Surat Boro and Anandi Boro and on the basis of power-of-attorney, he entered into an 

agreement  dated  05-06-2006  in  respect  of  1K-10L  land  with  the  plaintiff.  D.W.1 

deposed  that  the  land  as  mentioned  in  agreement  dated  05-06-2006  was  sold  to 

proforma defendant no. 2 by the executants of the power-of-attorney vide Exhibit 4. 

In his cross-examination, D.W.1 admitted that on 05-06-2006, he received `2,00,000/- 

and on 29-06-2006, he received another  `50,000/- from the plaintiff. D.W.1 admitted 

his signature as Exhibit 2(i).

17. The plaintiff having come to the Court for a judgment and decree in his favour 

on the assertion that  he is  entitled to recover  `2,50,000/-  from the defendant,  the 

burden of proof lies on the plaintiff to prove those statements of assertion made by him 

to have a decree in his favour. The elementary rule in Section 101 of Indian Evidence 

Act is inflexible. In terms of Section 102 Indian Evidence Act, the initial onus is always 

on the plaintiff and if he discharges that onus and makes out a case which entitles him 

to a relief, the onus shifts to the defendants to prove those circumstances, if any, which 

would disentitle the plaintiff to the same.

18. No doubt, the  provisions of  Section 101 Indian Evidence Act provide that the 

burden of proof of the facts rests on the party who substantially asserts it. Foremost, a 

scrupulous  scrutiny  of  Exhibit  2 reveals  at  Clause 2  that  the  defendant  Rajen 

Choudhury received an amount of Rs.2,00,000/- towards advance consideration from 

the plaintiff. The  Exhibit 2  at the back side of page 1 would further reveal that the 

defendant Rajen Choudhury received another amount of  `50,000/- from the plaintiff. 

The defendant categorically admitted the said facts and also identified his signature as 

Exhibit 2(i). The plaintiff’s assertion and contentions in as much as to making said 

payments  to  the  defendant  are  clear  as  well  as  specific  and  the  same  remain 

unrebutted.

19. In the present suit,  the plaintiff  succeeded to discharge that onus. Now, the 

onus has shifted to the defendant to show that he is not liable to refund the advance 

consideration to the plaintiff. In fact, the defendant has failed to probabilise, not to 

speak of prove, that he handed over the entire consideration to the executants of the 

power-of-attorney.

20. A bare perusal of the pleadings and evidence-on-record would reveal that the 

defendant has also rested his case on the technical plea that the present suit is barred 

under the provisions of CPC in view of plaintiff filing T.S.218/07 agaisnt the present 
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defendants  in  respect  of  the  same  property.  I  am unable  to  accede.  It  is  clearly 

discernible that filing of the plaint of earlier suit and proving it as per law is imperative  

to sustain the plea of Order II Rule 2 CPC. Unless that is done, the stand would not be  

entertainable and as such, the plea fails.

21. It  is  seen  from  the  above  discussions  that  the  plaintiff  has  been  able  to 

probabilize his initial burden of proving that he paid `2,50,000/- to defendant and that 

defendant acknowledged the same on 05-06-2006 and 29-06-2016.  Hence, it can be 

inferred that the plaintiff is entitled to realize `2,50,000/- from the defendant. This issue 

is decided in the affirmative and for the plaintiff.

ISSUE No. 3

22. The suit is for recovery of money. For the purposes of this suit,  Article 113 of 

the     Limitation  Act   is  relevant.  The  time  from which  limitation  period  of  three  yeas 

begins to run is when the right to sue accrues. Thus, the period of three years has to be 

calculated from the day when the plaintiff first made the advance consideration to the 

defendant, that is, 05-06-2006. The time, therefore, to file the suit was available until  

04-06-2009 and the suit was filed before the expiry of such period, that is, on 01-06-

2009,  which  is  clearly  within  the  period  of  limitation.  This  issue  is  decided  in  the 

negative and for the plaintiff.

ISSUES No. 1  ,   5   and   6  

23. Coupling the pleadings of the parties as well as the evidence-on-record and the 

decisions so arrived at from the foregoing issues,  it  can be safely inferred that the 

plaintiff’s suit has a definite cause of action. For all the coalesced decision from the 

discussion hereinabove, it is pellucid that the plaintiff is entitled to the decree as prayed 

for. 

24. As far as interest is concerned, there is no agreed rate of interest between the 

parties in respect of Exhibit 2 agreement. The plaintiff paid the advance consideration 

to the defendant, admittedly, for purchasing a plot of land, as such, an interest @9% 

per annum, which is neither  sumptuous nor impecunious, is liable to be paid by the 

defendant on the amount of `2,50,000/- w.e.f. the date of filing of suit till its realization. 

Needless to say, the suit is entitled to be decreed to the extent above. These three 

issues are decided in the affirmative and for the plaintiff.

O R D E R

25. The plaintiff's suit is decreed on contest with costs. It is decreed and directed 
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that the defendant do refund the advance consideration amounting `2,50,000/- to the 

plaintiff along with an interest @9% per annum w.e.f. the date of filing of the suit till its 

realization. It is further directed that the defendant shall pay compensatory costs of 

`3000/- under Section 35A CPC to the plaintiff.

26. PREPARE a decree accordingly.

GIVEN under my hand and seal of this Court on this 11 th day of July, 2017 at 

Kamrup (M), Guwahati.

(A. J. BORAH)
 Civil Judge No. 2
 Kamrup (M),
 Guwahati.
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M.S. 60/09

APPENDIX

Exhibits

Plaintiff's Exhibits

Exhibit 1 – General power of attorney
Exhibit 2 – Deed of agreement
Exhibit 2(i), 3 – Signature of defendant no.1 dated 29-06-2006
Exhibit 4 - Sale deed
Exhibit 5 – Signature of Anjanjyoti Baishya

Defendant's Exhibits

None

Witnesses

Plaintiff’s Witness

P.W.1 – Mukul Goswami
P.W.2 – Anjan Jyoti Baishya
P.W.3 – Jiten Chandra Bora

Defendant's Witness

D.W.1 – Rajen Choudhury

Civil Judge No. 2
Kamrup (M).
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